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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The model of the
unifying velocity affected by dimensions (everything is moving and what is not in the universe) tries
to explain related phenomena that are on the move and are affected by matter, space and time,
depending on your velocity establishing a scale model level, considering that the reference is
temporary space dimension described in their actual velocity depending space, knowing that
everything we know is in constant motion, we have to go from what we know and understand, the
unknown and we do not understand, is a theoretical model which can accommodate mathematical
theories and formulas that are in use, accepted and create formulas or theories achieve this model,
much of what is said here is theoretical and lays the foundation, make a bridge where the theories
that we are connected and that their repeatability explain to us what is happening and this will help
us to find ways to explain phenomena from physical, chemical, biological, magnetic, electrical and
to link social is here on earth as outside of it affects us as...
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Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You will like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn

A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am happy to let you know that this is the
greatest ebook i have go through within my very own daily life and can be he best book for at any time.
-- Lea nne Cr em in-- Lea nne Cr em in
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